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11th  Grade  Summer  Reading  Assignment  2020 
West  Bloomfield  High  School  

Please choose one book to read over summer vacation. Use the list provided below, or choose your own book with the 
requirement that the author is from a country outside of the United States. Our goal is to have you choose a book of 
interest while gaining perspective from authors who do not write about the American experience.  

During the first two weeks of school, you will complete assignments related to the summer reading. Written work done during 
the opening weeks of school may include a short in-class essay based upon the selected book.  

All of the following books are available at the West Bloomfield Township Library and many other area libraries. At the WB 
Township Library there are several copies of each title, but an early check-out is recommended. Books are also available 
from bookstores and online merchants. Also, these books have been used in previous years, so older friends or siblings 
may have copies you can borrow. Check online at https://openlibrary.org/ for titles to read as well.  Remember, you are 
looking for a book by an author from outside the U.S.  Ask a friend or teacher for a good suggestion! Should you have any 
questions specific to these books, please feel free to email Ms. Firosz at jillian.firosz@wbsd.org.  

Have a great summer, 

Your 11th grade teachers 

 

The following book descriptions are taken from the website Goodreads (goodreads.com).  

a. 172 Hours on the Moon, by Johan Harstad  

Three teenagers are going on the trip of a lifetime. Only one is coming back. It's been more than 
forty years since NASA sent the first men to the moon, and to grab some much-needed funding 
and attention, they decide to launch an historic international lottery in which three lucky teenagers 
can win a week-long trip to moon base DARLAH 2.  

 

b. A Long Walk to Water, by Linda Sue Park  

A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories, told in alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds 
in Sudan, a girl in 2008 and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two 
hours’ walk from her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The boy, Salva, becomes 
one of the "lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the African continent on foot as they search for 
their families and for a safe place to stay.  

 

https://openlibrary.org/
mailto:jillian.firosz@wbsd.org
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c. A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, by Ishmael Beah  

 

In the more than fifty conflicts going on worldwide, it is estimated that there are some 300,000 
child soldiers. Ishmael Beah used to be one of them. What is war like through the eyes of a child 
soldier? How does one become a killer? How does one stop? Child soldiers have been profiled by 
journalists, and novelists have struggled to imagine their lives. But until now, there has not been a 
first-person account.  

 

 

 

d. In the Name of God, by Paula Jolin  

Seventeen year-old Nadia is an excellent student, daughter and sister, and above all wants to 
be the best Muslim she can be. But she's conflicted about her Westernized peers, the 
economic, social and political struggles of her country, and the war raging in Iraq. When her 
cousin is arrested by the authorities for speaking out, Nadia finds herself drawn into the world 
of Islamic fundamentalism, contemplating making the ultimate sacrifice to take a stand for her 
people and her religion. A striking debut, In the Name of God is an enlightening and nuanced 
story about life in the Middle East.  

 

 

e. Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi  

Here, in one volume: Marjane Satrapi's best-selling, internationally acclaimed memoir-in-comic-strips. 
Persepolis is the story of Satrapi's unforgettable childhood and coming of age within a large and loving 
family in Tehran during the Islamic Revolution; of the contradictions between private life and public life 
in a country plagued by political upheaval; of her high school years in Vienna facing the trials of 
adolescence far from her family; of her homecoming--both sweet and terrible; and, finally, of her 
self-imposed exile from her beloved homeland. It is the chronicle of a girlhood and adolescence at once 
outrageous and familiar, a young life entwined with the history of her country yet filled with the universal 
trials and joys of growing up.  
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f. Belle Epoque, by Elizabeth Ross  

When Maude Pichon runs away from provincial Brittany to Paris, her romantic dreams 
vanish as quickly as her savings. Desperate for work, she answers an unusual ad. The 
Durandeau Agency provides its clients with a unique service— the beauty foil. Hire a 
plain friend and become instantly more attractive. Monsieur Durandeau has made a 
fortune from wealthy socialites, and when the Countess Dubern needs a companion for 
her headstrong daughter, Isabelle, Maude is deemed the perfect foil.  

But Isabelle has no idea her new "friend" is the hired help, and Maude's very existence 
among the aristocracy hinges on her keeping the truth a secret. Yet the more she 
learns about Isabelle, the more her loyalty is tested.  

g. The Kite Runner, by Khaled Hosseini  
 
 

The unforgettable, heartbreaking story of the unlikely friendship between a wealthy boy 
and the son of his father’s servant, caught in the tragic sweep of history, The Kite Runner 
transports readers to Afghanistan at a tense and crucial moment of change and 
destruction. A powerful story of friendship, it is also about the power of reading, the price of 
betrayal, and the possibility of redemption; and an exploration of the power of fathers over 
sons—their love, their sacrifices, their lies.  

 

 

    h.  A Thousand Splendid Suns, by Khaled Hosseini  

At once an incredible chronicle of thirty years of Afghan history and a deeply moving 
story of family, friendship, faith, and the salvation to be found in love. Propelled by the 
same superb instinct for storytelling that made The Kite Runner a beloved classic, A 
Thousand Splendid Suns is at once an incredible chronicle of thirty years of Afghan 
history, and a deeply moving story of family, friendship, faith, and the salvation to be 
found in love. Born a generation apart and with very different ideas about love and 
family, Mariam and Laila are two women brought jarringly together by war, by loss and 
by fate. As they endure the ever escalating dangers around them—in their home as 
well as in the streets of Kabul—they come to form a bond that makes them both sisters 
and mother-daughter to each other, and that will ultimately alter the course not just of 
their own lives but of the next generation.  

With heart-wrenching power and suspense, Hosseini shows how a woman's love for her family can move her to 
shocking and heroic acts of self-sacrifice, and that in the end it is love—or even the memory of love—that is 
often the key to survival.  
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i. The Life of Pi, by Yann Martel  

The son of a zookeeper, Pi Patel has an encyclopedic knowledge of animal behavior and a 
fervent love of stories. When Pi is sixteen, his family emigrates from India to North America 
aboard a Japanese cargo ship, along with their zoo animals bound for new homes. 

The ship sinks. Pi finds himself alone in a lifeboat, his only companions a hyena, an 
orangutan, a wounded zebra, and Richard Parker, a 450-pound Bengal tiger. Soon the tiger 
has dispatched all but Pi, whose fear, knowledge, and cunning allow him to coexist with 
Richard Parker for 227 days while lost at sea. When they finally reach the coast of Mexico, 
Richard Parker flees to the jungle, never to be seen again. The Japanese authorities who 
interrogate Pi refuse to believe his story and press him to tell them "the truth." After hours of 
coercion, Pi tells a second story, a story much less fantastical, much more conventional--but 
is it more true? 

 
 
j. How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accent, by Julia Alvarez  

Acclaimed writer Julia Alvarez’s brilliant and buoyant and beloved first novel gives voice to four sisters recounting 
their adventures growing up in two cultures. Selected as a Notable Book by both the New 

York Times and the American Library Association, it won the PEN Oakland/Josephine Miles 
Award for books with a multicultural perspective and was chosen by New York librarians as 

one of twenty-one classics for the twenty-first century. Ms. Alvarez was honored with the 
2013 National Medal of Arts for her extraordinary storytelling. In this debut novel, the García 

sisters—Carla, Sandra, Yolanda, and Sofía—and their family must flee their home in the 
Dominican Republic after their father’s role in an attempt to overthrow a tyrannical dictator is 

discovered. They arrive in New York City in 1960 to a life far removed from their existence 
in the Caribbean. In the wild and wondrous and not always welcoming U.S.A., their parents 
try to hold on to their old ways, but the girls try to find new lives: by forgetting their Spanish, 
by straightening their hair and wearing fringed bell bottoms. For them, it is at once liberating 

and excruciating to be caught between the old world and the new. How the García Girls 
Lost Their Accents sets the sisters free to tell their most intimate stories about how they came to be at home—and 

not at home—in America.  

k. Half of a Yellow Sun, by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie weaves together the lives of three characters swept up in 
the turbulence of a seminal moment in modern African history: Biafra’s impassioned 
struggle to establish an independent republic in Nigeria in the 1960s, and the chilling 
violence that followed. A masterly, haunting new novel from a writer heralded by The 
Washington Post Book World as “the 21st-century daughter of Chinua Achebe,” Half of 
a Yellow Sun re-creates a seminal moment in modern African history: Biafra’s 
impassioned struggle to establish an independent republic in Nigeria in the 1960s, and 
the chilling violence that followed.  
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With astonishing empathy and the effortless grace of a natural storyteller, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie weaves 
together the lives of three characters swept up in the turbulence of the decade. Thirteen-year-old Ugwu is 
employed as a houseboy for a university professor full of revolutionary zeal. Olanna is the professor’s beautiful 
mistress, who has abandoned her life of privilege in Lagos for a dusty university town and the charisma of her new 
lover. And Richard is a shy young Englishman in thrall to Olanna’s twin sister, an enigmatic figure who refuses to 
belong to anyone. As Nigerian troops advance and the three must run for their lives, their ideals are severely 
tested, as are their loyalties to one another.  

Epic, ambitious, and triumphantly realized, Half of a Yellow Sun is a remarkable novel about moral  
responsibility, about the end of colonialism, about ethnic allegiances, about class and race—and the ways in 
which love can complicate them all. Adichie brilliantly evokes the promise and the devastating disappointments 
that marked this time and place, bringing us one of the most powerful, dramatic, and intensely emotional pictures 
of modern Africa that we have ever had.  

 


